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MUEHLMEIER is back strong in Breast- and Bodyshaping!
Discover LIVE or DIGITAL...
exciting M-BraCup innovations... new trendy M-ShoulderPads

Fit it! Feel it! Love it!

Dear customer,
MUEHLMEIER is back strong after Covid... and more than happy to meet you again
in person!
Trusted even more by the Leading Global Brands, with MUEHLMEIER you feel safe
in Breastshaping by M-BraCups and Bodyshaping by M-ShoulderPads.
Please see for yourself on the occasion of PREMIÈRE VISION PARIS from 21. 23.09.2021.
23.09.2021 You are kindly invited to visit our booth No. 1C28 to learn more about
our professionalism on the Breast- and Shoulder Line. If you prefer to get all the
news from home, you are very welcome to enter our digital Marketplace on the
Première Vision Platform.

Here is a sneak peek what you can expect:

Art-No. HP43042-pLL

"Drop-Shape" M-TEC Anatomic Breastadapted Removable for casual fashion
Casual lounge wear, versatile bras with optional
BraCup inlays, athleisure tops and strapless bras
ask for flexible support of the anatomically
adapted BraCup padding.

HH59014-r4B (-RRR for recycled version)

M-TEC 100% recycled PES Fibre BraCup
With the M-TEC White & P.U.R.E. BraCups,
made from 100% recycled Polyester fibre
wadding,
wadding MUEHLMEIER takes the first step
towards the "One-Material-Concept". New
vertical FiberFill structure made from GRS
certified materials and fabrics.

HH89007-s7U

New M-TEC Airy Spacer Monocups the One-Piece-BraCup concept is back
Our Monocup Selection is now enhanced with
breathing 3-D Spacer fabric providing cool
feeling and the light breast base, which is so
much wanted. Hold for semi-finished support
for bralettes, bustiers, crop-tops and sport-tops.

HH60550-sqL

M-Spacer BraCup Innovation Shape the new comfort on the breast
The proven MUEHLMEIER M-Spacer brings free
& natural wearing and BreastSoothing comfort
with tons of support and breathability. New MTEC Sports & WireFree Spacer BraCups with
enhanced "under bust frame"
frame for natural breast
support and perfect fit expand the range.

Take advantage of proven BraCup shapes w/o MOQ
MUEHLMEIER's iconic NOS BraCup Selection is regularly on stock in standard
colours for quick delivery.
delivery Minimum order value 50€. Available online
www.muehlmeier.eu

SU16013-h7E-RRR

New Eco-Optimized Set-In M-ShoulderPads
for the trend of now
Either classic thin padding for "Slim-Fit" shaping
or pronounced thick cotton wadding for striking
shoulder accentuation. Non-woven layers made
from 100% recycled PES.
PES The wadding is made
from 100% cotton.

SU23062-h7E

New XXL Power-Shoulders Fashion - boldly
feminine or masculine
The self-aware dressing trend has returned to
the international catwalks. Check out our new
oversized half-round, Raglan Set-In or casually
overcut Set-In M-ShoulderPads. Oekotex
Standard 100.

Great choice of best-selling NOS ShoulderPads w/o MOQ
The extensive collection of NOS M-ShoulderPads in proven fit and quality is readily
available without MOQ.
MOQ Minimum order value 50€. All NOS items can be ordered
below 100 pairs per product in our Online-Shop: www.muehlmeier.eu

Quality Bra Helpers for Lingerie and Swimwear - M-BreastArt
Muehlmeier offers all important components to a Bra in proven quality from one
source. From underwires to sliders, rings, hooks, fasteners, cases for underwires or
boning - according your needs. You will find the fitting underwire for every MBraCup shape requiring an underwire.

Keep up high spirits. See you soon.
Your MUEHLMEIER Breastshaping - Team

Benefit from customer-friendly support:
“Convenient sample ordering”
Visit our Online-Shop at muehlmeier.eu for samples and
small bulk orders. The perfect order platform for small
producers, wedding dress studios, start-ups and
designers.

„Let’s get together via Zoom“
We are there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom.
Get in touch and schedule your personal appointment with our expert Tamás
Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Schedule a meeting
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